EXPERT PANEL

Age Restrictions

MEETING ARRANGEMENTS
Location: 1VS The Westminster Conference Centre, BEIS, 1 Victoria Street, London, SW1E 5ND
Date: Thursday 11th April 2019
Time: 10.00 AM – 1.00 PM
(Please allow 15 minutes for security checks. Photo ID will be required)

AGENDA
10:00 Introductions AH/TA
10:10 Background to Expert Panels & Role AH/GM
10:30 Offensive Weapons – Implementation of New Requirements
   An update from on plans for the implementation of the Offensive Weapons Bill covering age restrictions for corrosive substances and additional restrictions on the sale and delivery of knives.
11:00 Age Estimation Tools for Challenge 21/25 Policies
   An update relating to proposed new standards for an approved testing regime for Artificial Intelligence – Age Estimation Technology for deployment as a part of Challenge 21, 25, 30 or 40 policies at automated checkouts/unmanned locations.
11:30 Break
11:40 Online Harms White Paper
   An update on tackling online harms and in particular age verification and the development of age appropriate online content and services.
12:10 Liaison with Licensing/Gambling Expert Panels PH
12:30 Any Other Business
12:40 Actions & ‘Task & Finish’ Projects TA
12:50 Meeting Schedule/Proposal, Election of Chair/Vice Chair & Terms of Reference TA
13:00 Meeting Close (Lunch Provided for Networking & Discussion)